Accounting at Warp Speed

Time is money, and modern accounting departments want to save both.

The IGT Machine Accounting application streamlines your accounting team’s frequent tasks through its process-oriented user interface. Task-based checklists simplify audits, work orders and machine management, saving time and delivering reports faster. Real-time paging alerts staff to provide excellent customer service. Enhanced filtering with drill-down capability makes both regulatory and operational reporting quick and easy.

Your operations run smoother, and your staff is more productive with IGT Machine Accounting.

Benefits

- Maximize productivity with a suite of time-saving, intuitive checklists
- Maximize revenue through automated fills and jackpot processing
- Minimize potential losses through security alerts and a built-in drop utility

Reduce accounting effort while increasing accuracy. Contact your IGT Account Manager.

Features

- Proven accrual accounting to track revenue without dropping the floor
- Correct drop variances and issues with the click of a mouse
- Count all coins, currency and tickets both dropped and not dropped
- Highly configurable meter management tools enhance data quality and decrease audit times
- Immediately resolve discrepancies by adjusting deltas instead of meters
- View on-screen or hard copy meters on demand
- Efficiently process meter audits using a Microsoft® Windows Mobile® handheld
- Configure tolerances by individual paytable for improved issue resolution
- Blind drop process using hot cash box/cold cash box methodology
- Process carded players W-2Gs quickly using the Taxable Accrual application
- Robust, drill-down reports and export capability